
The researchers therefore looked to
develop an architecture for a smart mate-
rial that could be programmed to augment
the strength and toughness of a seed coat,
as well as be flexible enough for a range of
applications. As shown in Advanced Mate-
rials [Gao et al. Adv. Mater. (2018) doi: 10.
1002/adma.201800579], they examined
the seed coat’s microstructure to improve
their awareness of the interaction between
its structural attributes and functions,
demonstating that the waviness of the
structures, known as sutural tessellations,
is crucial to its mechanical response.

The more wavy it is, the greater an
applied load that can move from the soft
wavy interface to the hard phase, so the
overall strength and toughness can be
improved. They also focused on occasions
where the amplitude of the undulations
is close to the scale of the constituent tiles
as it is in many seed coats. As researcher
Yaning Li said “Imagine a window, or the
exterior of an airplane, that is really strong
but not brittle. That same concept could
create smart material that could be
adapted to behave differently in different
situations.”

The design principles involved could
offer great potential for significantly
improving the mechanical performance
of tiled composites of man-made materi-
als. As the mechanical properties of the
prototypes can be tuned over a large range
by changing the waviness of the struc-
tures, the team hope this will provide a
route to producing new functionally
graded composites for protective purposes,
and in energy absorption and dissipation.

Laurie Donaldson
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Polymeric material could repair traumatized human organs and tissue
Researchers in Russia have produced a new
type of polymeric material that could find
applications in tissue engineering and
cellular transplantation. With tissue
engineering especially seen as a key area
of medical study, scientists at the Russian
Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg State
Medical University and St. Petersburg
Polytechnic University have developed a
porous 3D material made from collagen
and chitosan that could help restore parts
of bone lost due to trauma or illness.

Using artificial organs for transplant is
seen as increasingly crucial in the develop-
ment of new medical procedures, with
success to some extent depending on bio-
compatible and bioresorbable polymer
materials. Here, the team have devised a
way to produce biocompatible materials
that stimulate the restoration of natural
tissues, as well as achieving a means to reg-
ulate the resorption time of the materials,
as it is vital that newly implanted materials
do not disintegrate before the new fabric is
formed.

As reported in the journal Cell and
Tissue Biology [Popryadukhin et al., Cell

Tissue Biol. (2018) doi: 10.1134/
S1990519X18030094], these unique and
highly porous cylinder-shaped 3D matri-
ces can be implanted into damaged liver
tissue, bones or vessels saturated with the
cells of these organs. As collagen and
chitosan are both biocompatible, the body
does not reject them as foreign objects.
Over time, the matrix decomposes and
the artificial tissue becomes replaced by
natural tissue.

As researcher Vladimir Yudin said, “We
are not deceiving nature, we are just help-
ing it to cope with a medical problem.
Experts are currently debating whether it
is better to use an implant or restore an
organ. A person with an artificial organ
must take medication for the rest of their
lifetime to prevent the body from rejecting
it. This is not the case for tissue grown
from human cells.”

From preclinical studies, it was demon-
strated that full resorption of the matrix
occurred only six weeks after their implan-
tation into liver tissue and three weeks
after implantation into the muscle tissue
of animals, with surrounding tissues being

neither altered nor damaged. At the same
time, the material itself also started to
decompose, and as the resorption of
matrix collagen occurred, connective natu-
ral tissue and blood vessels were found to
have formed. In addition, covers for
wounds, suture threads and prostheses of
blood vessels were produced, with the
in vivo preclinical trials showing them to
be effective.

Laurie Donaldson
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Making magnesite much faster for CO2 sequestration
Canadian researchers have developed a
way of quickly producing the mineral
magnesite, which forms through the spon-
taneous absorption of carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere at room temperature. Such
a material might be a boon in “scrubbing”
exhaust fumes of the greenhouse gas. Ian
Power of Trent University, Ontario, and
colleagues hope that one day their
approach might be taken up to the indus-

trial scale to make it possible to remediate
atmospheric CO2 levels.

Actively removing carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere might be one way to
reduce the potentially devastating effects
of rising levels of the gas due to human
activity, such as burning fossil fuels. Mate-
rials that absorb the gas could be one solu-
tion that at sufficient scale might lead be
viable for scrubbing flues or even in geo-

engineering. One naturally occurring
material, magnesite, can remove around
half a ton of carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere per ton of mineral. However,
the rate of formation is very slow.

Speaking at the Goldschmidt Confer-
ence in Boston this year, Power explains
that “Our work shows two things. First,
we have explained how and how fast mag-
nesite forms naturally.” Natural magnesite
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crystallization at low temperatures has
been known for many years but remained
unexplained in the weathering of ultra-
mafic rocks, such as peridotite. This is a
process which takes hundreds to thou-
sands of years in nature at Earth's surface.
“The second thing we have done is to
demonstrate a pathway which speeds this
process up dramatically,” adds Power.

The researchers used polystyrene
microspheres as a catalyst, to accelerate
the rate of magnesite formation to within
72 days. The microspheres are essentially

unchanged by the process and can be used
again. Using microspheres means that the
team could speed up magnesite formation
by several orders of magnitude. “This pro-
cess takes place at room temperature,
meaning that magnesite production is
extremely energy efficient,” Power adds.

At the moment, the process is simply a
proof of principle. It works only at the
laboratory scale at the moment, but the
team hopes that the process could be
scaled up for carbon sequestration tech-
nologies. Of course, the production of the

microspheres and the requisite industrial
plants, transport and storage facilities
would have to be offset against the carbon
dioxide they themselves would generate to
make the approach to carbon sequestra-
tion worthwhile. Regardless, Power points
out that we now know that the science
makes it do-able.

David Bradley
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Synthesizing stronger spider silk
Spider silk protein has a reputation of
being among the strongest and toughest
of materials, pound for pound. Stronger
than some steel alloys and tougher than
Kevlar. It could have applications ranging
from superthin sutures for sutures for sur-
gery and bulletproof materials. Unfortu-
nately, unlike silk worms, spiders are
notoriously difficult to farm because of
their territorial and cannibalistic nature
and so spider silk has always evaded mass
production. Materials scientists have thus
spent many years searching for synthetic
alternatives taking inspiration from our
arachnid friends.

Now, Fuzhong Zhang and colleagues at
Washington University St. Louis, Missouri,
have engineered bacteria to produce a
biosynthetic spider silk that is comparable
in physical characteristics with its natural
counterparts. The engineered protein is
twice as large as any of this type of protein
synthesized before. Its protein chains are
556 kilodaltons and contain 192 repeat
motifs of the Nephila clavipes dragline

protein spidroin. Previously, the largest
biosynthetic spider silk protein was just
285 kDa. Even natural dragline silk is usu-
ally only 370 kDa, although there are
heavier outliers. The protein's tensile
strength and toughness positively corre-
lates with its molecular weight as is the
case with natural silk. [C.H. Bowen, et al.,
Biomacromol. (2018) doi: 10.1021/acs.bio-
mac.8b00980]

“People already knew about this corre-
lation, but only with smaller-sized pro-
teins,” explains Zhang, “We found that
even at this large size, there is still a very
good correlation.” The key to the team's
success was to use repeated motifs from
spider silk to engineer their synthetic ver-
sion so that they could make it as big as
possible. Of course, there is a limit at
which point the bacteria can no longer
cope with the length of the protein and
their enzymes cleave it into smaller
chunks. The team circumvented this well
known problem by adding an extra DNA
sequence that promotes a chemical

reaction between the proteins formed so
that they fuse.

With this material in hand, the team
spun their synthetic silk proteins into
fibers for mechanical tests. They measured
tensile strength at 1.03 ± 0.11 gigapascals),
modulus at 13.7 ± 3.0 GPa, extensibility of
18 ± 6%, and toughness 114 ± 51 mega-
joules per cubic meter.

“We will continue to work on making
the process more scalable and economical
by making it easier to handle, reducing
the amount of chemicals needed, and
increasing the robustness and efficiency,”
Zhang adds. The team now hopes to
explore the limits of their new approach,
hoping that they can add yet more mass
to their biosynthetic silk and perhaps
emulate the properties of spider silk and
perhaps one day make a material that can
outperform it.

David Bradley
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Desalination control
Desalination is vital for more than 300
million people around the world and that
number is likely to grow as fresh water sup-
plies dry up in many regions through
desertification, urbanization, and climate
change. Writing in the journal Science at
team from the University of Connecticut
has developed a new type of membrane
for desalination. They used an additive
manufacturing approach that involves
electrospraying to fabricate an ultra-thin,
ultra-smooth polyamide membrane. The
new material is less prone to fouling and
should use less energy to push water
through in reverse osmosis.

“Today’s membranes for reverse osmo-
sis are not made in a way that allows their
properties to be controlled,” explains
UConn’s Jeffrey McCutcheon. “Our
approach uses an ‘additive’ technique that
allows for control of a membrane’s funda-
mental properties such as thickness and
roughness, which is currently impossible
using conventional methods.” Conven-
tional reverse osmosis membranes are
made by interfacial polymerization, which
relies on a self-terminating reaction
between an aqueous phase amine and an
organic phase acid chloride monomer.
While this allows exceedingly thin polya-

mide films to be produced that are highly
selective and permeable to water mole-
cules, there has for at least forty years
remained a need to make better mem-
branes. The new approach offers control
over thickness and roughness that is not
possible with the conventional fabrication
methods.

The standard polyamide membranes
are between 100 and 200 nanometers
thick. The new electrospray method allows
a membrane just 15 nm to be produced
and to make membranes thicker in 4 nm
increments. The roughness of the new
membranes can be as low as 2 nm, com-
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